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Blending more than 25 years of experience with the latest insights into performance and comfort, the Wajer 55
is our largest powerboat to date. Everything possible has been done to place owners and their guests center
stage and optimize your entire on-board experience via smart superyacht-style innovations. 

Ideal for all
Designed to cater to current Wajer owners as well as new clients, this new flagship of the Wajer fleet is ideal for
many uses. From couples looking for a superior weekender and families with kids requiring more space to
superyacht owners interested in a chase boat and people seeking a great vessel to share with friends, the Wajer
55 is the answer.

Thanks to our partnership with Sinot Exclusive Yacht Design and Vripack Naval Architects, the Wajer 55 marries
a sporty exterior with the highest standards of comfort and maneuverability. Special materials and next-
generation vacuum technologies make for a lightweight construction. 

Quiet power
The Wajer 55 is also very quiet and impressively powerful, with three 480 hp IPS650 Volvo Penta engines
operated via joystick drive. Her high-tech V-design hull, excellent balance and effective spray rails make for a
smooth and dry ride. And then there are the many innovations on board which you will quickly come to love and
appreciate.

Putting owners first
In developing the Wajer 55 we have done everything possible to place owners and their guests center stage and
optimize the entire on-board experience. Our goal was to create a powerful motorboat which marries a sporty
exterior with an exceptional degree of comfort and state-of-the-art innovations. 

Specification

Length over all 16,01m

Hull beam 4,4m

Draft 1,2m

Weight 19,5kg

Displacement 19,5ton

Fresh water tank 418l

Waste water tank 200l

Fuel tank capacity 2.368l

Max engine power 1.950hp

CE-certification B

Berths 4-6

Maximum speed 38kt

Cruising speed 28kt

Motor range 450miles

Material Polyester

Length 15-18
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